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In the developing CNS, commissural axons are
initially attracted to the midline, but after crossing
they acquire sensitivity to midline repellent cues
which prevent re-crossing. Recent studies have
shed new light on the mechanism by which commis-
sural axons change their sensitivity to guidance cues
after crossing the midline.
Almost a decade ago, a large-scale genetic screen in
Drosophila for mutations that perturb axon guidance
identified the roundabout (robo) and commissureless
(comm) genes [1]. Since then, genetic studies have
consistently shown that the relative levels of Robo and
Comm control axon behavior at the midline. The Robo
receptor, activated by its ligand Slit, initiates the
repulsive response that prevents some axons from
inappropriately crossing the midline [2,3]. Conversely,
Comm encourages midline crossing in other axons by
downregulating Robo, effectively suppressing Robo-
induced midline repulsion [4].
Early analysis of comm expression patterns indicated
that the Comm protein is only made in midline glia, sug-
gesting that protein transfer to axons was necessary for
Comm function [5]. New data, however, reveal that
Comm is actually expressed in commissural neurons as
well, and functions autonomously to mediate guidance
decisions. Using RNA interference (RNAi) techniques,
Georgiou and Tear [6] recently suggested an auto-
nomous function for Comm. A compelling series of
transplantation experiments by Dickson and colleagues
[7] have confirmed this result.
But how does Comm physically control Robo
levels? Important new studies from the Dickson [7]
and Tear [8] groups offer an explanation. Both groups
have found that Robo is regulated through intracellu-
lar transport. They report strong evidence, first that
Comm acts as a sorting protein that directs Robo
away from the cell surface, targeting it for internaliza-
tion (presumably to endosomes), and second that the
cytoplasmic domain of Comm contains an LPSY motif
critical for this function. Together, these two studies
[7,8] have provided substantial new insights into the
mechanism of Comm function.
Keleman et al. [7] have confirmed earlier reports
[4,5] that Comm is normally observed in intracellular
vesicles, and that the cytoplasmic domain of Comm is
required for downregulation of Robo both in vitro and
in vivo. They went on to show that Comm binds to
Robo directly, and that this Comm–Robo interaction
allows Comm to regulate the subcellular distribution of
Robo. Robo is prevented from reaching the plasma
membrane and is instead found co-localized with
Comm in endosomes. Thus, as axons cross the
midline, Comm regulates the surface levels of Robo
and thereby prevents premature repulsion from this
intermediate target.
Myat et al. [8] have also shown that Comm acts as a
sorting protein that recruits Robo for internalization.
Ubiquitination of Comm by the ubiquitin ligase DNedd4
is required for proper sorting of Comm away from the
cell surface. An LPSY motif in Comm’s cytoplasmic
domain is necessary for DNedd4 binding and is
required for internalization [7]. Comm is able to bind
both DNedd4 and Robo in vitro, and this may link Robo
to the ubiquitination pathway. An in vivo function for
DNedd4 in axon guidance was confirmed by overex-
pression and RNAi experiments.
A clear model for Robo regulation emerges from
these new results (Figure 1). Prior to its arrival at the
cell surface, Robo is sequestered by Comm, which
either becomes or is already ubiquitinated by DNedd4.
The Robo–Comm complex is sent to endosomes for
destruction before repulsive signaling can be initiated,
and the growth cone maintains its trajectory across
the midline. This model is new but not surprising, as
Comm was shown previously to play a role in endocy-
tosis of surface proteins during synaptogenesis [9].
Degradation of proteins during development is now
recognized as a common mechanism for regulating
critical signaling events. Levels of other guidance
molecules, such as the netrin receptor DCC, are also
regulated through ubiquitination [10]. Recently, the
protein Numb was shown to mediate the internaliza-
tion and potential ubiquitination of Notch [11]. Numb
also plays a role in polarizing the distribution of Notch
on the cell surface. Such a polarizing function could
also operate in selectively distributing Robo along
axons to impart localized signaling capabilities.
If Comm determines whether or not axons cross the
midline, then what turns comm on in commissural
neurons at the correct time? Keleman et al. [7] suggest
that control of comm expression occurs at the cell
body. Although this is an appealing idea, it seems also
possible that local processing in the growth cone may
be responsible for changes in Comm production.
Important new work has shown that severed growth
cones are capable of local protein synthesis, transport
and degradation, and respond appropriately to guid-
ance signals including netrin [12,13].
Growth cones, like dendritic spines, may be
equipped with compartmentalized molecular machiner-
ies which specifically regulate gene expression in 
different processes of a single axon. Such local pro-
cessing would confer an ability to respond rapidly to
changes in guidance cues, and would allow secondary
axonal branches to develop independently. In fact,
filopodia appear to respond individually to midline guid-
ance cues. In an elegant experiment, Murray and Whit-
ington [14] examined midline crossing in both wild-type
and robo mutant backgrounds. Their results indicate
that Robo influences the dynamics of neuronal
processes, rather than directing their initial outgrowth.
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Unfortunately, these critical cellular descriptions of
midline guidance remain rather disconnected from the
molecular studies and models.
We now know that Robo levels at the cell surface
are controlled by Comm through intracellular transport,
and that this process is responsible for directing axon
behavior at the midline. But we are still left with many
questions. What is the function of Comm in midline
cells? How are different members of both the Robo
and Comm families regulated by each other, if at all? It
will also be interesting to see whether the sorting of
Robo by Comm influences growth cone responsive-
ness to other guidance signals. A physical interaction
between DCC and Robo has been shown in verte-
brates to silence attraction to netrin and thus prevent
lingering at the midline [15]. Does a similar interaction
occur between Robo and the Drosophila netrin recep-
tor, Frazzled (Fra), and if so, how does the Fra–Robo
complex interact with Comm? In addition, very little is
known about how the cell biology of midline axon
guidance is related to these molecular interactions. A
combination of in vivo growth cone studies coupled
with detailed molecular analyses will likely reveal many
of the secrets of this complex process.
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Figure 1. Robo and Comm in the
regulation of axon behavior at the midline
in Drosophila.
Before crossing the midline (top), Robo is
sequestered by Comm, sent to
endosomes and degraded. Thus, Robo
does not reach the cell surface and is
unable to bind its ligand Slit, allowing
axons to continue their trajectories. After
crossing the midline (bottom), Comm is
turned off, and Robo is able to initiate
repulsive signaling that prevents axons
from re-crossing.
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